
BRU! BEER CLUB
BRU! CLUB
Each $35* monthly package includes:

Mike, his son, Brennen and CWT’s own veteran beer guy, Rich will curate your monthly beer selections. Brennen’s 
knowledge of all things beer is vast and he has been trading beer with aficionados across the US in search of the 
tastiest of selections almost a decade. Mike has access to the national beer supply and has a keen knowledge of 
the brewing process. Rich has years of experience from owning his own bar in Maine.

BRU! Beer Packs will be ready for pick up the second Wednesday evening of every month beginning November 8, 
6-8pm. During this time there will be an opportunity for BRU! Club members to meet and trade any of their 
selections with other BRU! Club members.

There is no fee to join and our efforts are included in your membership. 

BRU! CLUB MEMBER BENEFITS:
· 4 16 oz cans of specially selected beers in your monthly drop

· Once per month we will designate a pick up and trade night. Gather with like minded BRU! Club members to   
 discuss and possibly trade your selections - all beers will be available for tasting at the event as well so you’ll   
 know when to hold ‘em and when to fold ‘em...

· 10% off all CWT Merch

· A brewers “mark” will be drawn on the bottom of a single can each month. Show the mark and you will be 
 offered a free pint of a house tap pour that evening

· A BRU! Club Membership Card will be issued to ensure that you get these benefits each and every time 
 you visit us
 * Plus applicable taxes and credit card fees.

BEER  CLUB MEMBER
THE BRU!
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 BRU! CLUB MEMBER INFORMATION

NAME: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

CITY: _______________________________________________________STATE: ________________________ ZIP: ________________

PHONE: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

EMAIL*: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* This gives CWT permission to add your email address to our newsletter list to receive weekly emails and updates

DATE JOINED: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

REFERRED BY: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION
Upon completion of application an email will be sent to the address entered above for you to securly enter 
your credit card information. This card will be charged automatically the date of BRU! club pick up.
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